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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
 
 

1. TENDER, APPOINTMENT AND BRIEF 
 

 
This  project  was  initiated  on  the  basis  of  the  requirements  prescribed  in  the 
Transformation of Certain Rural Areas Act, 1998 (Act 94 of 1998) – hereafter TRANCRAA. 

 
 

1.1 Tender and appointment 
 
 

The Theewaterskloof Municipality advertised a tender in March 2002 for 
consultants to investigate and recommend proposals for the transfer of certain 
land to a legal entity for Genadendal. 

 

 
The Council resolved to appoint Urban Dynamics Western Cape (hereafter: UDWC) 
on 15 November 2002. The contract for their appointment was signed on 17 
January 2003. 

 

 
1.2 Brief 

 
 

The brief to Urban Dynamics was to undertake the Transformation Process in 
accordance with TRANCRAA and to make recommendations for the transfer of 
certain land to a legal entity. The brief also included the following: 

 

 
• To  present  Council  with  sufficient information  to  enable  it  to make  an 

informed decision in connection with land use rights. 
• To incorporate all legal requirements as determined by the Department of 

Rural Development and Land Reform (hereafter: DRDLR). 
• Regular progress reports must be submitted. 
• Local residents must be accommodated / consulted during the process. 
• Apply for funding with DLDRL. 
• Appoint a professional team as required for the project. 

 
 
 

2. PROJECT STRUCTURING 
 
 

2.1 Program and process 
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The programme and process compiled for the project was based on the guidelines 
prepared DRDLR for similar projects. 

 

 
The process consists of 5 main components, namely: 

 
 

• Land rights report 
• Land use plan 
• Legal entity recommendation 
• Decision 
• Final report 

Although the 5 main components were unchanged during the process, the programme 
was amended to adapt to the needs of the project. 

 

 
2.2 Technical Committee 

 
 

The technical committee consisted  of the  consultants and representatives of 
government departments. Last mentioned included permanent and ad hoc 
representation according to the needs of the process. 

 
THE TECHNICAL TEAM: 

 
Lead Consultant: Urban Dynamics Western Cape 

 
Sub-Consultants 

 
- Chennells Albertyn; Attorneys 
- Hamman and Schuman; Community facilitators; Later replaced by Mr V Rose 
- RTJ Surveyors; Land surveyors 
- Community liaison; Mr Smith 

 
Government Departments 

 
- Theewaterskloof Municipality 
- Department of Land Affairs 
- Department of Agriculture: Caledon 
- Department of Local Government and Housing 
- Department of Water Affairs and Forestry 

 
 
 
 

The main elements of the brief to the sub-consultants were: 

Chennells Albertyn Attorneys. 
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• Assist with the drafting compilation of the Constitution of the 
 

 
• 

Transformation  Committee. 
Compile Land Use Right report 

 

• Recommend options for a legal entity  
 

Community Facilitators 
 

• Facilitation  with  the community  including  training  of  field workers 
 

 
• 

(“opnemers”) for the compilation of the “inwonerslys”. 
Assist with the drafting compilation of the Constitution 

 

 
of the 

Transformation  Committee. 
• Compile the “inwonerslys” 
• Facilitate the land rights report 
• Facilitate choice for an entity 

RTJ Surveyors 

• Compile beacons report 
• Identify physical location of property 

beacons 
• Investigate and report on the status of property description 
Community liaison 

 

 
• Administrative assistance within Genadendal municipal offices 
• Receive, distribute, communicate and assist in arrangements for meetings 

and 
correspondence 

 
 

2.3 Steering Committee 
 
 

The Steering Committee consisted of members of the Technical Committee and the 
Steering Committee was elected by the Transformation Committee. 

 

 
2.4 Transformation Committee (TC) 

 
 

The Transformation Committee (hereafter: TC) was constituted after a number of 
meetings with the wider community. The TC was elected on 9 November 2004 and 
the constitution of the committee adopted on 16 November 2004. The role and 
function of the committee was governed according to the: 
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• Behavioural code of the TC 
 

THE TRANSFORMATION COMMITTEE CONSISTING OF THE FOLLOWING REPRESENTATIVES 
 

• GENOT 
• Genadendal Boerevereniging 
• Beskermingsdienste 
• Genadendal Gesondheidsforum 
• Jeug 
• Skole 
• Kerke 
• Belastingbetalers 
• Toerisme 
• Sport 
• GESOT 
• Theewaterskloof Munisipaliteit 
• Cape Nature Conservation / Omgewingsforum 
• SWEDATRA 
• Bereaville 
• Voorstekraal 
• Bosmanskloof 

 
 
 
 
 

The main objectives of the TC were: 
 
 

• To  assist  the  Theewaterskloof  Municipality  with the  finalisation  of  the 
Implementation 

Plan according to section 3(4)(a) of TRANCRAA. 
• To assist the broader community in decisions relating to the ownership and 

management. 
• To consult at all times with the community and to give regular feedback 

regarding 
progress. 

 

 
2.5 Theewaterskloof Municipality (hereafter: TWK) 

 
 

The TWK is the implementing agent of DRDLR. It’s primary role is: 
 
 

• Appointment of consultants. 
• Determine the brief for consultants. 
• Certify accounts and progress payments of consultants. 
• Take part in all aspects relating to TRANCRAA and the Steering Committee. 
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• Representing the roles and responsibilities as the competent local authority. 
• Fulfil its role and responsibilities prescribed in TRANCRAA according to 

sections 3(4) 
and 4 of TRANCRAA. 

 
 

2.6 DRDLR 
 
 

The role of DRDLR as the custodians of the land, is that of active involvement in the 
structures of the project and recommend to the Minister the appropriate land holding 
entity. DRDLR is also responsible for the budget and funds allocated to the project. 
The Minister is ultimately responsible for making the decision relating to the 
appropriate legal entity and for taking the necessary steps to transfer the land to that 
entity. 

 

 
 
 

FIGURE 1.1: DECISION MAKING STRUCTURE 

The main events of the process are categorised into 3 phases and hereby listed in Tables 
1.1 – 1.3 together with their implications. Additional information not provided for in 
sections 3 – 5 of this report, can be obtained from Urban Dynamics. 
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3. PHASE 1:  2002 – 2005 (ANNEXURE AA) 
 

 
The first phase of the project started in 2003, when consultants were appointed and 
ended in 2005, when the community sought legal action to stop the process. For a 
chronology of major events, refer to Annexure AA. 

 

 

As indicated in Annexure AA, a number of meetings were held with the Transformation 
Committee during this process. A summary of all recorded meetings are as follows (from 
April 2003 – November 2005): 

 
 

• 47 meetings (excluding unrecorded meetings) in total 
• 11 meetings with the Transformation Committee 
• 3 x meetings with the residents in the four settlements 
• 4 x meetings arranged by the facilitator with community groups 
• 1 x large residents meeting 

 
 

Date 
 

Event / Mile Stone 
 

Issues / Outcomes 
2003 – 2005 Minutes of meetings  22 January 2003 

� 28 June 2004 
 11 August 2004 
 31 August 2004 
 01 September 2004 
 15 September 2004 
 06 October 2004 
 20 October 2004 
 09 November 2004 
 16 November 2004 
 02 February 2005 
 10 February 2005 
 24 February 2005 
 17 March 2005 
 31 March 2005 
 25 April 2005 
 26 April 2005 
 27 April 2005 
� 10 May 2005 
� 07 June 2005 
 04 August 2005 
 25 October 2005 

22 – 24 April 2004 4 x Information meetings within each 
settlement to explain the purpose of the 
Transformation process. 

� Concerns were expressed by 
residents in smaller settlements that Genadendal 
community will dominate decision making. 

31 August – 2 Sept 
2004 

4 x Information meetings within each 
settlement to explain the purpose and 
composition of the Transformation 

� Need was identified for representation by 
residents of each settlement. 
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Date 

 
Event / Mile Stone 

 
Issues / Outcomes 

 Committee  
16 Nov 2004 Election of the members  Transformation 

Committee 
 

24 April – 27 April 
2005 

5 x meetings with residents to discuss 
land use needs, including the 
“Boerevereniging”. 

 

10 May 2005 Workshop with “Boerevereniging” � An updated version of plan indicating the “ou 
grensdrade” is requested. Department of 
Agriculture says that the committee may have to 
find a methodology for the re-allocation of land 
users on areas of high potential agricultural soil. 

07 June 2005 Transformation Committee Meeting � The role and decision making responsibilities of 
the TC is disputed. 

4 Aug. 2005 Chennells Albertyn present findings of 
the Land Rights enquiry 

� TC questions the findings and refers to Farm 39 
as the entire area which is subject to the 
Transformation, including the township areas. 

� TC wants to know why Farm Long Gezocht is not 
part of the process and why “other” land in the 
larger Overberg does not form part of the 
TRANCRAA process. 

30 August and 
20 Sept 2005 

Site meeting to beacons attended by RTJ 
surveys and members of the TC. 

� Individuals dispute the fact that the original 
beacons were discovered in the field with photos 
to verify. 

25 Oct 2005 Transformation Committee meeting � Powers of the TC disputed. 
� Appointment of an independent legal advisor 
� Certification of consultant invoices by the TC. 

16 Nov 2005 Appointment of a TC committee member 
as a liaison official. 

� Liaison person appointed after various requests 
to improve communication between the 
Technical Committee and the TC. 

TABLE 1.1:  PHASE 1 : CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS 
 
 
 

4. PHASE 2:  DEC 2005 – OCT 2008 (ANNEXURE BB) 
 
 

The second phase started with appointment of a legal representative by the TC followed 
by the declaration of a dispute, High Court Affidavit and further legal action. The phase 
ends when an Agreement of Settlement (AOS) as an order of High Court is signed by all 
parties. 

 
 

Date 
 

Event / Mile Stone 
 

Issues / Outcomes 
6 Dec 2005 Submission by Regan Brown Attorneys 

on behalf of the Transformation 
Committee. The attorneys request the 
following: 

 
� That all land sales by Land Affairs 

within the larger Genadendal 
should be stopped. 

� DRDLR responded as follows: 
 

 DRDLR is not involved in sale of 
land. 

 Reference is made to a previous 
presentation and letter to 
the TC by Land Affairs in May 2005 

wherein 
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Date 

 
Event / Mile Stone 

 
Issues / Outcomes 

 � The total budget should be made 
available and how these funds will 
be allocated. 

the budget allocation is explained. 
 

� The TC and it’s legal representative is of the 
opinion that: 

 
 All land belongs to the Genadendal 

Community. 
 The TC should be the body that certify the 

payments of consultants before payment 
is due. 

 Further UDWC involvement should be 
temporarily stopped. 

6 Jun 2006 Regan Brown declare a dispute � The dispute is based amongst other on the 
tender process that was followed for the 
appointment of consultants. 

22 Jun 2006 DRDLR in a letter to the TWK express 
their concern that the TC is the “driver” 
of the project and not the Municipality. 

� The role and responsibilities that the TC 
assumed during the process is inconsistent 
with TRANCRAA. 

31 Jan 2007 The TC submit a High Court affidavit. 
First Respondent the Minister of Land 
Affairs, 2nd Respondent the TWK, 3rd 

Respondent UDWC. 
The application to the court was “for 
judicial review of administrative action 
taken by the 2nd Respondent in respect 
of the Transformation process of 
Genadendal…”. 

 
The main grounds for this action was: 

 
(i) Assistance and appointment  of 3rd 

Respondent by 2nd Respondent. 
(ii) Payment of 3rd Respondent’s 

accounts despite failure to follow 
mandatory procedure for payment. 

(iii) Sale and transfer of trust 
immovable property by 2nd 
Respondent to outsiders. 

� All progress and further meetings with the TC 
was suspended since legal action was sought 
by the TC in December 2005.  In January 2007, 
the Affidavit was submitted to the High Court. 

18 April 2007 Meeting between TC and Land Affairs 
based on the proposal of Land Affairs 
that disputes should be referred for 
mediation. 

 
� Applicant (to the court) proposed that UDWC 

withdraw from the project. 
� Applicant disputes the size of Farm 39. 
� Applicants seeks moratorium on sale of land. 

11 Jun 2007 Pre-mediation meeting in the Protea 
Hotel, Sea Point. Mr V Rose acts as 
mediator of the meeting. 
Issues submitted for mediation: 
(shortened) 

 appointment of UDWC 
 residents list 
 use of “buite meent grond” 
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Date 

 
Event / Mile Stone 

 
Issues / Outcomes 

27 and 28 September 
2007 

Mediation meeting held at Houw Hoek.  

8 Oct 2008 Agreement of Settlement (AOS) signed 
by DRDLR, TWK, TC. 

The AOS included the following instructions: 
 

� Applicant (to the court) withdraws the High 
Court application. 

� Agreement is made an Order of Court. 
� Description of Trust Land according to “GTI”. 

Also refer to section 6.2 of this report) 
� No distinction should be drawn between “binne 

meent” and “buite meent”. 
� Moratorium on sale of Trust Land. 
� “Inwonerslys” to be revised and updated. 
� UDWC to retain contract. 
� New facilitator will be appointed. 
� Monitoring of UDWC by (new) Steering 

Committee. 
� New Steering Committee will oversee the 

Transformation process. 
TABLE 1.2: PHASE 2 : CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS 

 
 
 

5. PHASE 3:  OCT 2008 – JUN 2010 (ANNEXURE CC) 
 
 

Phase 3 starts with the formulation of an amended mandate for the (new) Steering 
Committee in accordance with the Settlement Agreement, made an Order of the High 
Court, that would ultimately substitute the role of Urban Dynamics as co-ordinating 
entity. This phase ends with the decision by DRDLR after the TC’s refusal to further 
participate in the process, to proceed with final recommendations before the expiry of 
the 18 month transitional period. 

 
 

Date 
 

Event / Mile Stone 
 

Issues / Outcomes 
19 Sept 2008 Meeting of the newly established 

Steering Committee. Mr V Rose acts as 
facilitator. 

� Role and functions of the Steering Committee 
is clarified 

� UDWC is requested to present a status report 
of work completed and work outstanding. 

11 Oct 2008 Transformation Process officially 
commence with presentation by UDWC 
of the Status Quo. 

 

09 Feb 2009 UDWC submit and draft a questionnaire 
to TWK. 
The purpose of the questionnaire was to 
update the “inwonerslys”. 

The survey did not commence. 

25 Feb 2009 Strategic Planning session at offices of 
TWK. Mr V Rose is chairman. 

The following matters were discussed: 
 

� section 3(4)(a) notice 
� “inwonerlys” (new list to be compiled) 
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Date 

 
Event / Mile Stone 

 
Issues / Outcomes 

  � holding of information meetings. 
� list of claimants on agricultural land 
� beacons report and the alleged “shifting” of 

one of the beacons. 
10 March 2009 Mr V Rose presents a strategic plan. The strategic plan contains proposals for: 

 
� information sessions with community 
� logistics for holding a referendum 

31 March 2009 Strategic planning session held at 
Council Chambers in Genadendal. 

Issues discussed: 
 

� Removal of certain powers of the TWK. 
� Legality of actions by TWK relating to 

subdivisions approved by TWK, tenders 
awarded, transfer of land, installation of a pipe 
line by the Municipality, etc. 

� Questionnaire and training of field workers to 
undertake data collection for the “inwonerslys”. 

3 April 2009 Request for approval by Land Affairs for 
the commencement of the Transitional 
period for certain rural areas in terms of 
TRANCRAA.   Farm 39 including 
Bereaville, Voortekraal, Genadendal and 
Bosmanskloof. 

The recommendation for the commencement of the 
Transitional Period, is accepted. 
The Minister signed the notice in terms of section 
9(1)(a) of Act 94 of 1998 on 20 April 2009. 
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Date 

 
Event / Mile Stone 

 
Issues / Outcomes 

5 May 2009 Letter by J Isaacs (Director Corporate 
Services at TWK). 

Issues raised include: 
 

� Future role and participation of the TWK. 
� Threats by the TC to replace the TWK as an 

agent. 
� TC dispute the legality of private ownership 

and the clearance certificates issued by the 
TWK. 

22 May 2009 (New) Steering Committee meets with 
UDWC. 

UDWC decided to present 2 options regarding their 
involvement: 

 
� UDWC withdraws entirely; or 
� UDWC only compile a land use plan. 

26 May 2009 (New) Steering Committee Meeting held 
at the Council Chambers in Genadendal. 

Legal Resources Centre attend the meeting and 
advised that: 

 
� The court order settlement contradicts the 

provisions of TRANCRAA, relating to “binne” 
and “buite meent”. 

� The “inwoners” have a say in the 
recommendations, BUT the Minister’s decision 
is not solely based on the report, but also with 
due consideration of other criteria. 

8 Jul 2009 Publication of section 3(4)(a) notice in 
terms of TRANCRAA in Government 
Gazette announcing the start of the 18- 
month transitional period. 

Commencement of 18 month notice period. 

23 July 2009 UDWC submits an amended brief and fee 
proposal. 

The scope of work for UDWC is revised to now 
mainly include the submission of a Development 
Framework / Land Use Report 

23 Sept 2009 TWK informsDRDLR of the “irreparable 
breakdown in the relationship between 
the Municipality and the Transformation 
Committee which inevitably hampers the 
successful conclusion of the 
Transformation Process.” 
TWK also in compliance with section 
9(1)( a) ”submit a notice to Land Affairs 
setting out how and when it intends 
determining to which entity the [trust] 
land should be transferred”. 

The TWK undertake to utilise the services of the IEC 
for the purposes of a special meeting to hold a 
referendum.  TWK also undertook to follow the 
following steps: 

 
� Continuous involvement with the 

Implementation Plan. 
� The survey of all residents (“inwoners”) as 

defined in section 1 of TRANCRAA. 
� Determination of all rights. 
� Conflict resolution and mediation. 
� Drafting of a land use and administrative plan. 
� Hold public meetings whereby all residents will 

be informed of possible options for the 
entities. 

� Arrange a referendum whereby all residents 
can vote on the choice of an entity (ies). 

� Brief to UDWC amended to restrict further 
participation by UDWC with the TC, only on 
instruction of TWK. 

16 Dec 2009 List of outstanding tasks and  
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Date 

 
Event / Mile Stone 

 
Issues / Outcomes 

 determination of costs for completion of 
the project compiled by UDWC. 

 

21 April 2010 The (new) Steering Committee holds a 
meeting with UDWC to discuss the 
Committee’s Operational Plan. 

The TC do not accept the appointment of Mr P 
Adendorf as new Facilitator. 

 
� UDWC compile a new “Brief” for the Facilitator. 
� UDWC compile a new programme for the 

completion of the process. 
17 May 2010 DRDLR, TWK and UDWC meet to discuss 

the following: 
 

 public information session. 
 distribution of pamphlets 
 appointment of a new 

Facilitator 

UDWC is requested to undertake the following: 
 

� Arrange an information session with the 
greater Genadendal. 

� Print and distribute pamphlets. 
� Investigate and appoint a new Facilitator. 

17 June 2010 Letter from Matthee Attorneys on behalf 
of TC. 

The Attorneys list the following concerns: 
 

� The Order of High Court prescribes that there 
shall be no distinction between “binne meent” 
and “buite meent”. 

� The same Order prescribes that the Steering 
Committee shall drive and mange the process. 

� Members of the TC that are also members of 
the (new) Steering Committee were not 
included in the arrangements. 

� Disregard by the TWK of the Order. 
18 June 2010 UDWC appoint a new Facilitator, Mr J 

Jones. 
 

21 June 2010 Letter from TWK to Matthee Attorneys The TWK respond to the letter of 17 June by Matthee 
Attorneys. 

23 June 2010 Meeting at offices of Legal Resources in 
Cape Town. 

Agenda for the Information Meeting scheduled for 
27 June 2010. 

27 June 2010 Information meeting with greater 
Genadendal Community in the Emil 
Weder School Hall. 

The meeting expressed it’s disregard of the 
following: 

 
� The appointment of a new facilitator. 
� The continued mis-representation of Farm 39 

as the land including all township areas. 
� There should be no distinction between the 

“meent” and the Remainder. 

7 July 2010 Meeting between TWK, DRDLR and 
UDWC in Bellville. 

The outcome of the information meeting is discussed 
together with decisions regarding the process: 

 
� The Agreement of Settlement (AOS) in its 

current form cannot be implemented. 
� The AOS should not be revised. 
� The process must proceed to meet the 18 

month notice period requirement. 
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Date 

 
Event / Mile Stone 

 
Issues / Outcomes 

  � No further public participation will be 
undertaken, except advertisement of all final 
reports. 

� Urban Dynamics to amend the programme. 
� Urban Dynamics to complete the land use plan 

proposals by end August. 
� Johan van der Merwe to complete legal entity 

recommendation by end August. 
� Updating of the “Inwonerslys” is not further 

required. 
� No need for a referendum. 
� The new facilitator will be used on an ad hoc 

basis. 
� Urban Dynamics will compile a separate report 

on the chronology of events. 
� The focus of the Transformation Process will 

now be on completion of the Land Use Report 
and Entity recommendation and then handing 
over of these findings firstly to the 
Municipality, then DRDLR and finally to the 
Minister. 

� The Municipality and Department of DRDLR 
must provide Urban Dynamics with Records of 
Meetings between 2006 – 2010. 

08 July 2010 UDWC submit updated programme to 
TWK. 

 

TABLE 1.3: PHASE 3 : CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS 
 
 
 

6. SPATIAL DIFFERENTIATION:  TOWNSHIP AND THE REMAINDER 
 

 
6.1 TRANCRAA 

 
 

A fundamental distinction is made in TRANCRAA between: 
 
 

(i) trust land in a township (section 2). 
(ii) trust land in the Remainder (section 3(1)(a). 

 
 

The Act further clearly states that land in the Remainder is the subject of the 
Transformation process to an entity. 
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6.2 Approved townships 
 
 

(i) Area identification 
 
 

In order to establish which parts of Genadendal are located within a registered 
township and the Remainder, a list of approved General plans (GP’s) were 
assimilated from the Surveyor General’s office (SG’s). The status of the GP’s are 
summarised in the following Table 1.4. 

 
 

Town area 
 

± Area (ha) 
 

SG approved GP’s 
 

Town registers 

opened 

 
Town registers not 

opened 
Genadendal 82.6509 5322/1990   

 26.8943 622/1989   
 27.5954 4658/1988   
 9.0165 6814/1983   
 1.3266 6007/1990   
 23.4719 3789/1997  X 
 4.6127 912/2001  X 

Sub-total ± 175.5683    
 

Town area 
 

Area (ha) 
 

SG approved GP’s 
 

Town registers 

opened 

 
Town registers not 

opened 
Berea 50.6028 461/1990   

 4.9423 2224/1998  X 
 1.6244 8901/1995  X 
 1.0135 8903/1995  X 
 1.3843 2224/1998  X 

Sub-total ± 59.5673    
 

Town area 
 

Area (ha) 
 

SG approved GP’s 
 

Town registers 

opened 

 
Town registers not 

opened 
Boschmanskloof 35.5095 2632/1990   

 4.4735 9042/1995  X 
    X 
 7.0999 2221/1998  X 

Sub-total ± 47.0829    
 

Town area 
 

Area (ha) 
 

SG approved GP’s 
 

Town registers 

opened 

 
Town registers not 

opened 
Voorstekraal 47.8354 5194/1989   

 1.7485 8886/1995  X 
 4.4794 8887/1995  X 
 5.2993 2226/1998  X 

Sub-total ± 59.3626    
TOTAL ±341.5811 - - - 

TABLE 1.4: INVENTORY OF GP’S FOR GENADENDAL 
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The status of GP’s for the respective township areas, are also indicated in Plan 1.1 – 
1.5. 

 

 
PLAN 1.1: STATUS OF GP’S FOR VOORSTEKRAAL 

 

 
PLAN 1.2: STATUS OF GP’S FOR BEREAVILLE 
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PLAN 1.3: STATUS OF GP’S FOR BOSCHMANSKLOOF 
 
 
 

 
 

PLAN 1.4: STATUS OF GP’S FOR GENADENDAL 
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PLAN 1.5A: GENADENDAL FARM 39 : “GT1” ACCORDING TO THE AGREEMENT OF SETTLEMENT 
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PLAN 1.5B: GENADENDAL FARM 39 : “GT1” ACCORDING TO THE AGREEMENT OF SETTLEMENT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PLAN 1.5C: GENADENDAL FARM 39 : CURRENT REMAINDER OUTSIDE TOWNSHIP AREAS (APPROVED GP’S) 
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(ii) Implications 
 
 

The implications of the current status of the SG diagrams for the Transformation 
Process as shown above are: 

 

 
• A total of 20 GP’s have been approved. 
• Township registers for 8 GP’s has been opened. 
• Trust land in a township therefore according to TRANCRAA refers to all 

approved 
• GP’s. 
• The total area of approved GP’s is 341.5811ha. 
• The current remainder i.e. land located outside approved township areas is 

4428,65ha. 
• The original size of Farm 39 was 4772,9689ha (excluding the Glebe Land of 
•          70,7795ha). 

 
 

6.3 The Remainder 
 

(i) Area identification 
 
 

The Remainder is defined in TRANCRAA as land situated in a “board area” (that is 
the area to which the provisions of the Rural Areas Act, 1987 applied before the 
commencement of TRANCRAA) other than township land and including land 
regarded as agricultural land / outer commonage in terms of section 20(2) of the 
Rural Areas Act, 1987. 

 
(ii) Implications 

 
 

All land outside of the approved GP’s as indicated in paragraph 6.2 above, 
therefore falls within the allocation of the Remainder. The total area of the 
Remainder is 4434.439 ha. 

 
6.4 Land Ownership within townships 

 
 

(i) Ownership categories 
 
 

Although ownership within townships is not a criterium for the distinction (between 
the township and the Remainder) as indicated in section 6.1 above, ownership 
status may have contributed towards the confusion and / or misinterpretation of 
the provisions of TRANCRAA. 
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Four categories of ownership exist within township areas (refer to ownership Plan 
2.1 – 2.4), namely: 

 

 
• Theewaterskloof  Municipality 
• National Housing Board 
• Privat

e 
• Community of Genadendal 

 
 

With reference to the ownership category “Community of Genadendal” in areas 
where “tuin persele” exist, its registered ownership status may have been 
construed as part of the Remainder that forms part of the Transformation Process. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

PLAN 2.1: OWNERSHIP VOORSTEKRAAL 
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PLAN 2.2: OWNERSHIP BEREAVILLE 
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PLAN 2.3: OWNERSHIP BOSCHMANSKLOOF 
 

 
 
 
 

PLAN 2.4: OWNERSHIP GENADENDAL 

(ii) Implications/proposals (Also refer PART B: Land  Entity  Options  Report  – 
Annexure B). 

 

 
The need for clarification of “tuin persele” owned by the Community of Genadendal 
in certain areas, although not part of the Transformation process, is of utmost 
importance. It is proposed that Land Affairs and TWK should make provision for a 
separate study to investigate and clarify the following issues / concerns: 

 

 
• conduct a survey of “tuin persele” and an audit of “grondbriewe” issued by 

DLGH; 
• the allocation of “tuin persele” areas to holders of registerable rights; 
• transfer of the “tuin persele” to TWK; 
• allocate use rights (as apposed to property rights) to residents and implement 

a set 
• of rules for use and development of the “tuin persele”; 
• optimising the potential of these areas for agricultural production; 
• implementation of an agricultural development plan to address water usage, 

irrigation and agricultural production methods as a means of providing 
income for subsistence farming and commercial enterprises. 
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7. SUMMARY:  MAIN ISSUES OF DISPUTE 
 
 

As indicated in paragraph 3 – 5 above, the Transformation process was engulfed in a 
wide range of issues and disputes. Most of these remained unresolved and may continue 
to be major obstacles for the successful completion of the project. The following 
issues/disputes lies at the core of the problems experienced and each of these need to 
be resolved in order to ensure progress. 

 

 
7.1 “Binne meent and buite meent” 

 
 

Community issues 
 

Response 
� Any reference to the words or distinction between 

inside the commonage or area outside the commonage, 
is fully disregarded by the TC. 

� Specific reference to this matter is included in: 
 

 Agreement of Settlement and the order of the 
Western Cape High Court. 

 Founding affidavit 
 Minutes of meetings between I&AP’s 
 Various other documents and statements. 
 Letters from Allan Berry Attorneys on behalf of the 

TC, including the letter of 5 August 2010. “… the 
land referred to in your notice falls squarely within 
the area of Farm 39, which is held in trust for the 
community of Genadendal; and the whole of such 
land is subject to the provisions of the 
Transformation of certain Rural Areas Act 94 of 
1998, as was confirmed in the aforementioned 
Order” (Annexure A). 

� There is a fundamental difference in the interpretation 
of the distinction between land in a township and the 
Remainder as prescribed in sections 2 and 3(2) of 
TRANCRAA. 

� The  position  of  the  Technical  team  is  based  on  the 
distinction  between  township  and  the  Remainder  as 
explained in section 6 above. 

Recommendation 
 

As the TC has since 2003 not accepted the basic distinction between township areas and the Remainder, it is therefore 
highly unlikely that any agreement would be reached within the remaining time of the 18 months notice period. TWK and 
DRDLR therefore recommended on 7 July 2010 that the Technical Team should proceed with the final recommendation of 
the preferred entity within the remaining time of the notice period (Annexure B). 

 
 
 

7.2 “Inwoner”, “inwonerslys” and referendum 
 

 

Community issues 
 

Response 
� The  TC  rejected  the 

compiled  in  2005  by 
outcome  of  the  “inwonerlys”, 
the  Facilitators,  Hamman  and 

� On  a  number  of  occasions  it  was  explained 
referendum is not a requirement of TRANCRAA. 

that, a 
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Community issues 
 

Response 
Schumann.  The objections were based amongst other 
on the grounds of incompleteness. 

� The Order of Court  (Agreement of Settlement) – dated 
8 October 2008, required that the “inwonerslys” should 
be updated. 

� At the Strategic Planning Session held on 25 February 
2009, it was decided to retrain field workers and then 
to undertake a new survey. 

� The DLGH in a letter dated 11 July 2005 and Chennells 
Albertyn Attorneys in an opinion dated 3 February 2005 
(Annexure C), also confirmed that: 

 
 A referendum is not prescribed in TRANCRAA. 
 The referendum, if required, could be used to 

prove that the recommendation by the TC 
regarding the entity represents the support and 
interests of the “inwoners”. 

 The interests of the “inwoners” should be adhered 
to according to the 7 principles of section 4 of 
TRANCRAA. 

Recommendation 
 

It is recommended that given the time constraints of the notice period, the logistical requirements for such a survey, the 
objective of a referendum as explained above and, the abandonment by the (new) Steering Committee of its intention to 
compile a “inwonerslys”, that the holding of the referendum and the compilation of an “inwonerslys” is no more required  as 
it will have no material benefit at this stage of the process. 

 
 
 

7.3 Powers of the TC 
 

 

Community issues 
 

Response 
� The composition of the TC was preceded with 4 x 

meetings in the respective settlements, followed by a 
5th meeting on 26 October 2004. The TC with 26 
members was elected on 9 November 2004 based on 
representativeness of organisations in Genadendal. The 
TC had its own code of conduct and its own 
constitution. 

� The TWK Municipality requested the DLGH to explain 
the powers of the TC.  A similar opinion was provided 
by Chennells Albertyn Attorneys. 

� The  DLGH  responded  (Annexure  D)  as  follows  with 
regard to the powers of the Committee: 

 
 The TC does not have any decision making 

powers relating to Municipal affairs. 
 The TC cannot only make recommendations 

relating to issues pertaining to commonages. The 
TC is therefore not a “Council” for Genadendal. 

 The Mayoral Committee has executive powers 
while the TC only has an advisory status. In 
matters relating to lease agreements and sale of 
land, the Municipality is obliged to follow 
procedures determined in the relevant legislation. 
The Mayoral Committee should refer decisions 
effecting the Remainder to the TC for notification 
and comment. 

Recommendation 
 

To ensure smooth progress, the TC should accept the limits of powers delegated in terms of TRANCRAA. 
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7.4 The role of the Municipality as Local Authority 
 

 

Community issues 
 

Response 
� Questions arose as to the powers of the TWK to 

authorise the sale of land on the commonage, rezoning 
and subdivisions, issuing of Deed of Grant 
(“grondbriewe”), approval of GP’s, tenders, etc. 

� For all the types of land use applications mentioned, the 
applications and procedures relating thereto is the 
responsibility of the Municipality. DRDLR and the MEC 
has not lost its powers in terms of Act 9 of 1987, and 
therefore the final granting of approvals still lies with 
the MEC in consultation with Land Affairs  (Aide 
Memoire; Annexure E). 

 
� The only change has taken place in township areas, as 

the  ownership of certain trust land now  vest  in  the 
Municipality (i.t.o. section 2 of TRANCRAA), but the MEC 
still has the powers of approval. 

Recommendation 
 

The community should accept the statutory role and responsibility that the Municipality has to play for day-to-day 
management and for the provision of services to the Genadendal area. These roles and responsibilities should however be 
executed in consultation with the community. 

 
 
 

7.5 Agreement of Settlement: Order of High Court 
 

 

Community issues 
 

Response 
� The community through its representative body, the 

TC, have questioned at various stages actions 
undertaken by TWK. Disputes that arose were based 
solely on the wording of the Order of the Western Cape 
High Court on 22 October 2008. An example of such 
interpretations are included in the letter of Allan Berry 
Attorneys (5 August 2010). 

(Annexure A). 
 

 “…the whole of such land is subject to the 
provisions of TRANCRAA, as was confirmed in the 
aforementioned order”. 

 “That same Order also prohibits any distinction 

between zones of Farm 39 that are called ‘binne 
meent’ and ‘buite meent’ for the TWK avowed 
purposes of threatening them differently”. 

 “This approach is plainly irreconcilable with the 
terms of the Order”. 

� The TC and its legal representative do not recognise the 
objective fact that certain legal GP’s has in fact been 
registered. 

� The TC should rely on the description of Farm 39 
according to the records of the Deed Office. 

Recommendation 
 

The failure to acknowledge the distinction between “dorpsgrond” and “meentgrond” lies at the core of the disjuncture in the 
process.  If the community and its representatives cannot accept this basic fact, there is no other option given the time 
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constraints of the notice period (in terms of section 3(4)(a) of Act 94 of 1998)  and the history of non-adherence to this 
basic distinction (dating back to 2003), than for the Minister to act in accordance to section 3(3) of Act 94 of 1998. 

 
8. SPECIALIST REPORTS: SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
 

8.1 Land Rights Report (Refer Part B) 
 

 
The Land Rights Report was compiled by Attorneys Chennells Albertyn in 2005. The aim 
of the report was to assess and facilitate the transfer of certain land to either the 
municipality or any other legal entity in terms of the provisions of TRANCRAA, and to 
clarify existing registrable and unregistrable land rights. 

 

 
The following important questions have been addressed in the report: 

 
 
• Who have rights on the land that is subject to the provisions of TRANCRAA? 
• Which land is subject to the provisions of TRANCRAA? 
• What rights do people have on land that is subject to the provisions of TRANCRAA? 

 
 

(i) Who have rights? 
 

• A resident of Genadendal; Section 1 of the TRANCRAA defines a”resident” as a 
person who at the date of commencement of this Act (2 November 1998): 

 

 
− Normally resides in a board area (rural area); or 
− is liable for the payment of assessment rates, rent, service charges or 

levies to the 
municipality concerned in respect of land situated in a board area; 

• It is accepted that the definition exclude juristic persons. 
 

(ii) Which land is subject to TRANCRAA? 
 
 

Following an investigation of legislative prescriptions, the following was 
concluded: 

 

 
• An area where township establishment has taken place is excluded from the 

provisions of TRANCRAA. Section 2 of TRANCRAA states that trust land in a 
town vests with the relevant municipality. Residential erven have individual 
ownership. 

• Trust land is defined as land that vests with the Minister in terms of Act 9 of 
1987. 
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• Section 3 of TRANCRAA is applicable to  the  “remainder”  which  is  defined  as 
“land situated in a board area other than township land, including land which 
has been planned, classified and subdivided as an agricultural area, or outer 
commonage in terms of section 20(2) of the Rural Areas Act, 1987” i.e. all 
areas located outside the proclaimed township areas where Act 9 of 1987 is 
applicable. 

• Schedule 2 attached to Act 9 of 1987 include an item 14 which refers to 
Genadendal and was added to Schedule 2 by means of Proclamation 162 of 
1989. 

• Proclamation  162  of  1989  defines  the  extend  of  Genadendal  as  per 
Proclamation 98 of 1924 as “5644 morg en 389 vierkante roede”. The 
description of Genadendal as given in Proclamation 98 of 1924 is the land 
which is subject to the transformation process in terms of TRANCRAA. 

 
In terms of title deeds, the following was concluded: 

 

 
• Land as described in the following Title Deeds are subject to the 

Transformation process: 
 

 
− Remainder of the farm Genadendal no 39 (G19/1952) which is 

4614,5593 ha in 
extent; and 

− Erf 387, Genadendal (T75345/95) which is 26,8943 ha in extent. 
 

• The total extent of these two properties as per the title deeds, is 4641,4536 
ha. 

 

 
The extend of land as described in the title deeds is approximately 156,496ha less 
than the description as per Proclamation 162 of 1989. This difference could be as a 
result of the transfer of Glebe land and transfers that took place during 1984, 1992, 
1993 and 1995. 

 

 
(iii) What rights do people have on land that is subject to TRANCRAA? 

 
 

• The transformation process creates administrative changes in land i.e. it 
addresses the transfer of the responsible authority from national level to 
local level. 

• All residents have equal rights in terms of tenure rights or security of tenure. 
• All residents have a legitimate interest in the transfer of the administration of 

the Remainder Farm 39. 
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• The transformation process is not limited or hindered by any claims to 
ownership. There is no basis for claims of individual ownership for the land 
which is subject to the transformation process. 

 
Conclusion/Recommendation 

 
• All residents have a rightful interest in the transfer of the administration of land (land that is subject 

to TRANCRAA). 
• The transformation process is not limited or hindered by any claims to ownership.  There is no basis 

for claims of individual ownership for the land which is subject to the transformation process. 
• Historic legal agreements and “toekennings” and the existing tenure patterns that arise as a result 

thereof, need to be taken into account. 

• The legal entity to which land will be transferred must draft a management policy that sets out the 
procedures and rules with regards to lease agreements of the Remainder Farm 39, Genadendal. 

• Existing tenure and use rights of all residents must be protected. 
 
 
 
 

8.2 Beacons Certificate Report (Refer Part B) 
 

 
A Beacons report and survey was completed by RJT Surveyors in 2005. The 
objective of the survey was to: 

 

 
• Establish whether boundary beacons are in correct positions; 
• Identify boundary beacons for the transformation committee; 
• Issue a beacon certificate; 
• Replace missing beacons and/or restore damaged ones; and 
• Confirm that the existing fence line between Greyton and Genadendal to be 

the correct boundary line. 
 

Conclusion/Recommendation 
 

• The Genadendal/Greyton boundary was confirmed to be the boundary line 
• All beacons found were surveyed and accepted as being the original farm beacons. 
• Beacon C:  the existing fence lines need to be aligned with the original beacon or alternatively the existing 

fence line need to be accepted as the true boundary and all affected parties need to agree to this. 
• The area surveyed i.e. the original extend of the Farm 39, Genadendal as per SG Diagram No B180/128  is 

4772.88 ha. 
 
 
 
 

8.3 List of Residents (“Inwonerslys”) (Refer Part B) 
 

 
• A list of residents was compiled by Hamman and Schumann in 2005. 
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• A survey was undertaken in each of the Genadendal Settlements to identify 
residents as per the definition in Section 1 of TRANCRAA i.e. a person is 
considered a resident if he/she, at the date of commencement of this Act (2 
November 1998): 

 

 
− Normally resides in a board area (rural area); or 
− is liable for the payment of assessment rates, rent, service charges or 

levies to the municipality concerned in respect of land situated in a board 
area. 

 

 
• The list was later rejected by the Transformation Committee on the grounds 

of incompleteness. 
• Refer  to  Part B: List of  Residents  (“Inwonerslys”)  for  the  list  of  residents 

compiled in 2005. 
• Refer to section 7.2 of this report for the opinions by the DLGH and Chennells 

Albertyn Attorneys regarding the purpose of the “inwonerslys”. 
 
 
 

Conclusion/Recommendation 
 

• The compilation of a revised / updated residents list (“inwonerslys”) will have no material impact on the 
Transformation Process at this stage of the 18 month notice period. 

 
 
 
 

8.4 Land Use Report (Refer Part B) 
 

 
A Land Use Report was compiled by Urban Dynamics Western Cape in 2010. The 
aim of this report was to identify: 

 

 
• existing land use patterns; 
• future land use needs/requirements; and 
• the impact of planned future urban growth on land to be transferred into a 

legal entity as part of the transformation process. 
(i) Existing land use patterns: 

 
 

The findings of the land use investigations: 
 
 

• A land use survey was completed for each of the Genadendal settlements 
(Berea, Voorstekraal, Genadendal and Boschmanskloof) to determine existing 
land use patterns. 
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• A land use table and land use map was completed for each settlement. 
• Current  users/claimants  of  the  Remainder  were  identified  and  listed  in  an 

inventory and illustrated on a plan.  (Refer Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3) 
 

 

FIGURE 1.2: LEASE AREAS (2005) 
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FIGURE 1.3: LEASE AREAS (2010) 
 

(ii) Future land use needs/requirements 
 
 

Following the documentation of existing land use patterns within the settlements, 
the land use needs and requirements were identified which informed the land use 
proposals. Land use proposals as per the draft Theewaterskloof Spatial 
Development Framework (Vol II) (2010) only address land use needs for a 10 year 
planning horizon. It is therefore of critical importance that the future legal entity 
envisaged for the Remainder, should make adequate provision in its “rules” for 
ensuring that urban expansion needs beyond the 10 year horizon can be 
accommodated. The following proposed land uses will require land to be 
subdivided off the Remainder Farm 39, Genadendal: 

 
 

• An area of ±5ha proposed for industrial purposes located adjacent to the 
waste water treatment works and south of Genadendal. 

• An area (±6ha) located north of the R406 in Voorstekraal proposed for 
industrial purposes. 

 

 
According to the agricultural specialist reports compiled by BKS (2000) and MBB 

(1997), the 
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Genadendal  soils  contain  high  agricultural  production  potential  areas  (refer  Plan 
2.5) 

 
 

To ensure that this potential is optimized, it is proposed that an agricultural 
development plan 

and business plan should be compiled. It is evident from existing studies that 
vegetable 

farming and fynbos have the most significant agricultural development 
opportunities. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

PLAN 2.5:  QUALITY OF SOIL IN GENADENDAL 
 
 

(iii) Impact of urban growth on the lease  areas of the Remainder Farm 39, 
Genadendal 

 

 
A plan was drawn where future land use needs were overlaid on the map of 
claimants/users of the Remainder. The following was concluded: 

 
 

• An area of industrial development is proposed over Lease Agreement Area 34. 
The status of registered or unregistered rights in terms of ownership need to 
be established before this area can be subdivided off the Remainder (Refer 
Figure 1.4). 
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• An area of industrial development is proposed over Lease Agreement Area 26. 
The status of registered or unregistered rights in terms of ownership need to 
be established before this area can be subdivided off the Remainder(Refer 
Figure 1.5). 

. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIGURE 1.4: IMPACT OF LAND USE PROPOSALS IN VOORSTEKRAAL ON REMAINDER FARM 39 GENADENDAL 
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FIGURE 1.5: IMPACT OF LAND USE PROPOSALS ON REMAINDER FARM 39, GENADENDAL 
Conclusion/Recommendations 

 
• The agricultural camps leased to members of the community for agricultural production should be formally 

surveyed and clearly demarcated. 
• A development plan should be compiled to address the development potential of the Remainder Farm 39 

with   the emphasis on agricultural production,  tourism  development,  business  and  agri-industrial 
development and the maximization of these resources to the benefit of the whole Genadendal community. 

• In addition  to the revised Theewaterskloof Spatial Development Framework (2010), a detailed integrated 
development framework for the Genadendal settlements that will address the development needs beyond 
the 10 year planning period of the SDF is required. 

• It  is  of  critical  importance  that  the  future  legal  entity  envisaged  for  the  Remainder,  makes  adequate 
provision in its “rules” for ensuring that urban expansion needs beyond the 10 year horizon, could be 
accommodated. 

• The future land use allocations should be subdivided from the Remainder (where applicable) and included 
within the proclaimed township areas. Subdivision and registration of these areas must be completed prior to 
registration of the legal entity. 
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8.5 Legal Entity Report (Refer Part B) 
 

 
The Legal Entity Report was compiled by Attorneys Chennells Albertyn in August 
2010. The name of the report: “Legal entity options: Land Reform at Genadendal – 
Transformation of certain Rural Areas Act, 94 of 1998”. The aim of this report was 
to inform the Municipality and the elected committee of the options available with 
regards to a legal entity or entities and to make recommendations as to the most 
appropriate entity for Genadendal. The report consist of two components i.e. the 
main report which assesses legal entity options most appropriate for Genadendal 
and Annexure A and B, namely the “Introduction to legal entities” and “Description of 
the land and the status and rights of historical land users”. 

 
 

8.5.1  Status and rights of historical land users 
 
 

(i) Significance of the beacons certificate: 
 
 

Chennells  Albertyn  Attorneys  conclude  that  the  land  that  is  subject  to  the 
Transformation process, must: 

 

 
• be linked to an enabling statute, namely Act 94 of 1998 and 
• rely for its description on the documentation kept by the Deeds Office. 

 
 

The beacons certificate (refer section 8.2) is therefore of secondary significance. 
Where any 

discrepancies exist in the extent of the land, the records of the Deeds Office is 
relevant for the 

purposes of TRANCRAA. 
 
 

(ii) Status of trust land within a township 
 
 

With reference to Erf 1353 that was used as an example, Chennells Albertyn 
concludes that: 

 

 
• Certain GP’s have been registered. Townships have lawfully and formally 
commenced 

and therefore complies with section 2(1) of TRANCRAA. 
• Certain erven have been surveyed and transferred (Erf 1353 was transferred 
to 

Johanna Charlotte Pullen). 
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With regard to the rights of users of “tuin persele”, Chennells Albertyn Attorneys 
concludes 

that: 
 
 

• The allocation of “grondbriewe” to “tuin persele” by the Department of 
Human 

Settlements was not in accordance with the law, as they must vest with the 
Municipality in terms of section 2 of TRANCRAA. 

• The nature of rights for “tuin persele” are not ownership rights, but use 
rights. The 

right holder is entitled to enforce use only. 
• The users of “tuin persele” therefore have registerable use rights. 
• The ownership of “tuin persele” remains with the 

Municipality. 
• The records of “tuin persele” (p29 – 41) and “tuin persele” oorgedra aan 
Road” (p44) 

according to the Land  Rights Report (refer section 8.1 of this report) needs 
to be verified, as the reference to a description of the land cannot be traced 
to 
any map. 

 
 

(iii) Status of leases on trust land 
 
 

Trust land is defined in section 3(1)(a) of TRANCRAA. Leases which existed in 
respect of agricultural land, must be dealt with in terms of section 3(1)(a). 
Chennells Albertyn Attorneys conclude, using an example of one of the lease 
contracts, that: 

 

 
• The lease have expired and no documentation exist in terms of which it has 
been 

extended. 
• The lessees have use rights, regardless of the lawfulness and legality of 
their use. 
• Since the land is covered by section 3(1)(a), it is irrelevant whether or not 
the rights of 

lessees are registered or registerable. 
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Conclusion/Recommendations 
 

• “Tuin  persele”:    The  ownership  of  “tuin  persele”  remains  with  the  Municipality,  but  the  users  have 
registerable use rights. 

• Agricultural lease areas:  The use of land must be dealt with in terms of the legal entity recommendation 

(refer section 8.6) – which provides for written rules for the use of land, approved by all residents and 
implemented and administered by the appointed legal entity, to the benefit of the community. 

• To ensure agricultural potential on trust land and lease areas are optimized, it is proposed that past and 

present lessors should be given the opportunity to proof that registerable use rights exist.  When 
completed, it is proposed that an agricultural development plan should be compiled, also for the “tuin 
persele”, to ensure that agricultural development is maximized. 

 
 
 
 

(iv) Entity recommendations 
 
 

It is recommended by Chennells Albertyn Attorneys in the main report that the 
ownership of the land should vest in one entity. Furthermore it was recommended 
that the proposal for an entity should be informed by the vision for the Trust Land in 
the Remainder. Such a vision should ultimately be accepted by the residents, and 
must be incorporated in the constitution or founding documents of the legal entity. 

 
It is recommended that the vision statement should be compiled, which may include the following elements: 

 
• The Remainder is a community asset; 

• All the residents of Genadendal must benefit from the productive utilization of the asset and its resources 

within the Remainder. 
 

• The development and use of the land should be determined by the economic, environmental and social 

sustainable objectives for the use of the land; 

• The assets and resource utilization relate mainly to its agricultural potential, tourism potential and cultural 

heritage; 

• For each of these resource focus areas, a development and business plan should be compiled, i.e. an 

agricultural / farming model, tourism development plan, agri-industrial development plan. The utilization 

of the land could then be determined on a case-by case basis. The proceeds from these agreements can 

then be used by the community for the benefit of the community. 
• Application should be made for funding and administration / management of funding agreements together 

with regular monitoring and auditing; 
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The following entity options were compared in the main report: 
 
 

• Individual ownership (ownership by a natural person) vs ownership by a legal 
person (a legal entity). A legal person as an entity is regarded as the 
preferred option. 

• Legal entities in the private sector or the public /state sphere. With reference 
to private sector entities the pro’s and con’s of a trust and a Communal 
Property Association (CPA) was compared. A CPA is more beneficial than a 
trust with reference to representing rights and wishes of individual members. 
For the public sector, the municipality is regarded as the most appropriate 
public sector entity. 

• For CPA’s, (a private entity), the following considerations were highlighted: 
 
 

− The establishment of a CPA is regarded as a “cumbersome” process. 
− CPA’s are entitled to various forms of assistance, i.e. mediation, 

maintenance of records. 
− Provisions are made in the CPA Act for a member to act if he is of the 

opinion that 
rights and interests of members are prejudiced according to it’s 

constitution. 
− A private entity has limited access to public funds and the land will be 

subjected to 
payment of rates and taxes. 

Final Recommendations 
 

Trust Land should be transferred to the Municipality on the following basis: 
 

• The Municipality may not alienate the land, but must hold it in trust for the residents; 

• The ownership of the Municipality is subject to the principles as set out in section 4 of the Transformation 
of Certain Rural Areas Act; 

• The  residents must participate in policy-making, management and administration of the  land  and a 

representative structure of the residents should fulfill this function; 
• All the residents must be represented by this structure; 
• The powers of the Municipality as well as the powers of the community structure, are subject to the 

provisions of the Transfer of Certain Rural Areas Act; 
• A service delivery agreement should be entered into between the Municipality and the community structure. 
• The Theewaterskloof Municipality is constitutionally empowered and endowed with the necessary authority 

to accept the duties and responsibilities of this recommended legal entity choice; 
• The collection of rental in respect of the leases of the relevant trust land and using that income to the 

benefit of the residents. The community and / or the Municipality must be allowed to collect the rental, 
but these  options will require further investigation, including the potential implications in terms of the 
Municipal Finance Management Act (No 56 of 2003). 

• The Municipality should have a separate account for funds relating to the trust land. 
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9. CONCLUSION 
 
 

This report presents a summary of the main events of the Transformation Process for 
Genadendal. It is recommended that the Trust Land in the Remainder should be 
transferred to the Theewaterskloof Municipality, subject to accommodating registerable 
use rights. 

 

 
The users of “tuin persele” have use rights, but do not have ownership rights. Ownership 
vests with the Theewaterskloof Municipality. 

 

 
The following short comings and gaps exist, which have contributed to inherent 
difficulties in the process. This was one of the main reasons for the disruption of the last 
attempt on 27 June 2010 to hold a community meeting. 

 

 
• The majority members of the TC do not except the legal distinction according to 

the Deeds Office between township and the Remainder. This has lead to the 
refusal of the TC to participate in the process unless the parties involved agrees 
with this view. 

• A  revised  “inwonerslys”  was  not  compiled,  but  irrespective  thereof,  it  is  not 
regarded necessary at this stage to hold a referendum. 

• The (new) Steering Committee stopped its operations. It was therefore not possible 
to hold further workshops or explain entity recommendations. 

• The AOS contradicts the objective fact that certain GP’s have in fact been registered 
according to the records of the Deeds Office. The AOS has become an obstacle in 
the finalization of the Transformation Process. 

• No records could be found of “grondbriewe” allegedly awarded on trust land in a 
township by the Department of Human Settlements. Similarly, ownership records 
of “tuin persele” could not be verified, as the description of land could not be 
traced to any map. 

• Records of lease agreements on the Remainder could not be verified, as a result of 
incomplete lease agreements and / or references to a map. 

• An agricultural development plan has not been compiled. The main reason is that 
UDWC’s active involvement as project managers was put on hold from December 
2005 (when legal action was implemented by Regan Brown Attorneys on behalf of 
the Transformation Committee) until 17 May 2010 (refer Annexures AA – BB), when 
UDWC was requested to arrange an information meeting with the greater 
Genadendal Community.  During this period the co-ordination of the process was 
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undertaken  by  the  Facilitator,  mr.  V  Rose  followed  by  the  (new)  Steering 
Committee. 

 

 
On the basis of the above, the following steps are recommended: 

 
 

Step 1: Acceptance by the responsible Minister of the recommendations of this report 
for a new entity. 

Step 2:   Constitute a representative community structure and compile rules for the use 
of land and a service delivery agreement between the community structure and 
Theewaterskloof  Municipality. 

Step 3: Subdivide land required for future urban development and then transfer land to 
the new entity. 

Step 4: New entity provide the opportunity for residents to prove / claim use rights on 
the Remainder. Survey and register those existing use rights. Advertise this 
for comment. 

Step 5: Compile  an agricultural development plan  with the assistance of  the 
Department of Agriculture.  Residents with use rights decide whether to take 
part in agricultural development plan. 

Step 6: Prioritize projects and apply for project funding. Start with development and 
upgrading as required. 
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